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Abstract: In this study rigorous numerical model was utilized to characterize the focal shift of the diffractive mid-
infrared ( MIＲ) silicon microlens arrays ( MLAs) with the critical size smaller than the working wavelength． We
found a more pronounced focal shift in mid-infrared wavelength which is out of the range predicted by existing
models． Focal properties of the MLAs were also measured experimentally． The results agrees well with the simula-
tion results． Our results provide a reference point in understanding the focal shift in MIＲ regime，which is impor-
tant in terms of deciding the focal length of micro-nano lens systems，especially when dealing with the integration
of diffractive devices in infrared optical system．
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中红外硅微透镜阵列的离焦效应
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摘要: 采用严格数值算法对中红外硅微透镜阵列进行了模拟，该微透镜阵列特征尺寸小于波长工作波长． 研究

发现该微透镜阵列存在一个显著的离焦效应，其离焦量达到 0． 4 左右，超出了现有的传统理论模型预测范围．
对微透镜阵列进行了制作和焦距测试，发现测试结果跟数值模拟基本吻合． 微纳衍射光学集成系统中透镜离

焦量是系统集成非常重要的一个参数，该研究结果为硅微透镜阵列和中红外探测器光学集成提供有效参考．
关 键 词: 亚波长结构; FDTD; 红外探测器; 离焦; 微透镜阵列
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Introduction

The popularization of micro-nano fabrication tech-
niques，such as lithography and induced coupled plasma
( ICP) etching，has provided the scientific community
with a variety of new micro diffractive optical components
that can be fabricated［1-3］ and integrated into many new
and standard applications: from imaging to light concen-
tration，such as solid state image sensors［4-6］，detec-
tors［7］，solar cells and LEDs［8］． Being compatible with
standard semiconductor fabrication process［9］，the physi-

cal dimension of these devices can be within the range of
several wavelengths． Further miniaturization of these de-
vices，however，can lead to deterioration of focal proper-
ties，thus hindering the application in micro optical sys-
tems． One hindrance is the widely known phenomena，
the focal shift［10］，namely the difference between actual
focal length and the designed one．

Over the decades，extensive efforts have been devot-
ed to explore the properties of the focal shift and its
effects on the integration in optical systems［4，11-15］． Si
MLAs［16-17］ are usually employed in image sensor systems
because of their high optical transmittance and stable
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thermal and mechanical properties． Most studies，howev-
er，were focused in the visual or near-infrared wave-
lengths． There were few papers in the literature that
studied this phenomenon in the mid-infrared ( MIＲ ) ，
where the applied wavelength was about several times
longer than visible counterparts． In this case these de-
vices are more likely to be effected by near field diffrac-
tion and scattering，and lead to deterioration of focal
properties which existing models usually fail to predict．
As a result，rigorous methods must be utilized for the fo-
cal length modeling．

Classical diffraction theories were usually adopted to
perform the calculation of the focal shift in previous stud-
ies，however，it is known that traditional analysis models
should be precluded when the dimension of optical de-
vices reaches to the order of or smaller than the illumina-
tion wavelength． In order to generate a more accurate un-
derstanding of the focal shift in the wavelength scale，rig-
orous numerical method 3D Finite-Difference Time-Do-
main ( FDTD) was employed to study the focal shift phe-
nomena of silicon MLAs in MIＲ． Based on our simula-
tion，silicon MLAs were then fabricated and correspond-
ing measurements were carried out to characterize focal
shift properties． To our knowledge this is the first time
the focal shift has been studied numerically and experi-
mentally in the MIＲ．

1 Numerical calculation

Traditional analysis models employing scalar calcu-
lation were usually used to analysis the properties of mic-
rolens such as the Ｒayleigh-Sommerfeld ( Ｒ-S ) inte-
gral［18-19］，boundary diffraction wave theory［20］，Gaussian
beam decomposition algorithm［21］，etc． Deviation be-
tween classical theory and rigorous vector theory in pre-
dicting focal properties becomes obvious with the minia-
turization of device dimension［22-23］，hence，vector analy-
sis models are utilized among other rigorous calculation
method［24-27］． We hereby employed a full 3D FDTD
package［28］ to model the silicon MLAs because of its high
accuracy and compatibility with many complex struc-
tures．

The structure parameters of the simulated multistep
microlens were obtained based on optical path difference
( OPD) using a traditional scalar method［29］． In order to
explore the focal shift in MIＲ wavelength band，4． 2 μm
was chosen as the center illumination wavelength in the
simulation setup，which is in the center of the mid-infra-
red atmospheric window，the incident bandwidth of 0． 5
μm．

The basic simulation setup is shown in Fig． 1: the
MIＲ plane wave is incident vertically upon the multistep
surface of silicon MLAs，the curved wavefront caused by
these steps leads to focusing effects within the Si sub-
strate． As can be seen in Fig． 1，the focal spot of abso-
lute power intensity ( FDTD focus，known as actual focal
spot) does not coincide with the geometric focal spot
( Geometric focus) ，but shifted along the z-axis toward
the microlen surface． A focal depth of about 25 μm ( 227
～ 252 μm) can be found for this microlen structure with
a low Fresnel number N．

Several papers tried to address the focal shift theo-

Fig． 1 Schematic simulation setup and power distribution of silicon
MLA． ( a) Geometry of multistep microlens，( b) magnified de-
tails of focal properties，( c) power distribution along wave illumi-
nation direction ( z-axis)
图 1 微透镜阵列模拟结构和光能分布: ( a) 多台阶结构微透镜，
( b) 焦点区域放大图，( c) 光强随入射光 z 方向分布

retically for microlens in low-Fresnel-number sys-
tems［20，30-32］，where the focal shift is defined as Δf = f-f＇，
f is the geometric focal length，and f＇ is the FDTD focal
length． These theories，which derived from visible or
near-infrared wavelength，provided limited validity when
predicting the focal shift in this simulation setup with the
incident wavelength being MIＲ． Formulas in these pa-
pers suggested a relative focal shift ( Δf / f) of about 0． 26
～ 0． 28 for structure in Fig． 1 with a Fresnel number of
N = 1． 49 ( the Fresnel number is defined by α ^2 /λf，f
number γ = 4，which is defined by f /2α，where α and λ
are the radius of microlens pitch and operational wave-
length respectively) ． For comparison the value obtained
by 3D FDTD is about 0． 37 ～ 0． 43，as shown in Fig． 1．
As we can see there is a pronounced mismatch between
the focal shift obtained by FDTD and that from previous
models． We attribute this mismatch to the limited validity
of classical theory: with the decrease of physical dimen-
sion of the MLAs to the wavelength scale and the exten-
sion of the incident wavelength band to MIＲ，rigorous a-
nalysis method must be utilized in order to model the fo-
cal length of these optical devices more accurately．

2 Fabrication and characterization

The Si MLAs were successfully fabricated，which
required triple lithography alignments，with each fol-
lowed by Induced Coupled Plasma ( ICP ) etching［9］．
The etching depth was carefully controlled in order to
construct an appropriate focusing wavefront． As we can
see in Fig． 2，the steps obtained by etching show high fi-
delity in the design structure． The etching depth of each
step h was 216 nm ( h = λ / ( n-1) ，where λ = 4． 2 μm，
n = 3． 42 ) ． The ring radius was calculated using Eq．
( 1) ，
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rm = 2fmλ
Nn + m2λ2

N2n槡 2 ，N = 23，m = 1，2，…，8

. ( 1)

Fig． 2 3D laser microscope characterization of silicon microlens．
( a) Optical photograph，top view ． ( b-c) Bird＇s eye-view and top
view ． ( d) Measured cross section profile
图 2 硅微透镜 3D 激光显微镜表征( a) 光学显微镜俯视( b-c)
鸟瞰和俯视图( d) 截面测试

We calibrated the etching parameters to get a
smooth surface after etching． AFM measurement showed
that the surface ＲMS increased with the etching depth，
the largest ＲMS in the 8 th step was lower than 3 nm in-
dicating that surface scattering can be neglected in our
simulation． A ZnS thin film antireflective coating was
then conducted to the back surface of the 400 μm thick
silicon wafer using ＲF magnetron sputtering to minimize
the reflective power loss．

3 Focal properties measurement

3． 1 Experimental setup
Focal properties of the MLAs were experimentally

studied on a horizontal "microscope＇＇ system． The silicon
surface，with MLAs on it，was illuminated using collima-
ted plane MIＲ wave emitting from a standard blackbody
with band pass filter ( 4． 25 ± 0． 25 μm) ． The focal spot
behind the microlens was imaged with a high magnifica-
tion onto an HgCdTe camera ( InfraTec，ImageIＲ 8800
Series) ． As is shown in Fig． 3，the positions of the ob-
jective and camera were fixed． We adjusted the location
of MLAs along optical axis． By doing this we set the front
focal plane of objective at the surface of the silicon
MLAs． This focal plane can be confirmed when a clear
image of the surface structure，i． e． ，the concentric cir-
cles making up the array were observed by the camera．
As is known，it is difficult to obtain high resolution ima-
ges of the microlens structure in detail at the resolution of
one or two μm using only one set of objective，especially
with the illumination incident wave being MIＲ． The posi-
tion of the microlens was hence adjusted using a 3D step
stage，by displacing the MLAs towards positive z direc-
tion． As the silicon surface was illuminated by a plane
wave，the diffraction pattern within the silicon substrate
( z ＜ 0) didn’t change with respect to the microlens sur-
face． As a result，a series of diffraction patterns at differ-
ent location within the silicon substrate were captured
with the displacement of the MLAs．

As is shown in Fig． 3，while the position of a mic-

Fig． 3 Experiment setup of focal properties measurement
图 3 聚焦特性实验测试示意图

rolens was adjusted along the optical axis，different dif-
fraction patterns within the microlens substrate were ob-
tained． The position of the image plane was recalculated
to account for refraction of imaging light at the output Si /
air surface and thus the diffraction pattern of focusing
light was mapped along z-axis． The images obtained u-
sing the HgCdTe camera were then generated by the dig-
ital voltage of an incident signal，which needs to be
transformed to the equivalent blackbody temperature to
generate the power distribution of each picture by integral
of blackbody radiation formula at these temperatures．
3． 2 Measurement results

Focal power intensity ( I ( z ) ) ，as is shown in
Eq. 2，was generated by the integral of power pattern
( E) within the spot area with the diameter ( d) from the
inset of Fig． 4，and then plotted at 8 discrete z-vertical
planes along the incident direction( red circle markers) ．
The power intensity along optical axis was calculated u-
sing the FDTD in Part 2 ( black solid line) ． Power pat-
terns at different z planes were captured from the plane of
the MLAs surface all the way to the backside surface of
silicon wafer．

I( z) = ∫
d /2

0
Eds ． ( 2)

Fig． 4 Maximum power intensity of focusing light along op-
tical axis of microlens
图 4 汇聚光强最大值随着微透镜光轴变化

In Fig． 4，measurement results show good agreement
with FDTD simulation，thus conforming a focal shift at
the range of 0． 37 ～ 0． 5 ( FDTD simulation: 0． 37 ～
0. 43，measurement: 0． 5 ) ． We attribute the mismatch
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( ～ 20 μm) between simulation and measurement to the
limited accuracy of the measurement system． It is diffi-
cult，if possible，to obtain an accurate z-axis position of
the front objective focal plane with respect to the MLAs
on the order of the illumination wavelength ( ～ 4． 2
μm) ． We therefore conclude that the focal shift in the
MIＲ MLAs is much larger than that predicted by tradi-
tional models． One must use rigorous electromagnetic
models to decide the focal length of MLAs in order to in-
corporate other micro-nano optical systems．

Fabrication errors mainly came from mask misalign-
ment and etching step height deviation． Normal manual
mask aligner was used during the fabrication，the average
mask alignment accuracy was around 1 ～ 2 μm． Due to
the in plane radical and angular misalignment，it’s nor-
mal that the individual microlens at different areas within
the same wafer can exhibit slightly different lateral struc-
tures; concentric circles in Fig． 2 ( a) become non-con-
centric． During the measurement，different areas within
the wafer were tested． In terms of focal length no notice-
able difference was found． As a result we believe that the
non-uniformity caused by mask alignment error have mi-
nor effects on the focal shift． It also agrees with the Ef-
fective Medium Theory［33］ that index profile of each local
point can be approximated by averaging the surrounding
fractions． Minor deviation of the structures does not affect
the overall refractive index profile． 3D FDTD was used to
evaluate how step height etching error can effect focal
shift． It showed that larger step height could lead to shor-
ter focal length，as light will experience more phase de-
lay and thus lead to a more converging wavefront，vice
versa． Surface roughness caused by ICP has no effect on
the focal shift，however it can decrease the transmission
efficiency due to absorption and additional diffuse scatter-
ing．

4 Conclusions

The focal shift of the silicon microlens in the mid-
infrared regime was numerical modeled and experimental-
ly verified． We found that traditional methods provide
limited validity in predicting the focal length of MLAs
with small critical size and in long wavelength bands． As
a result rigorous electromagnetic method ( 3D FDTD )
was employed to model the focal shift effect of MLAs in
mid-infrared regime． Numerical calculation revealed a
more pronounced focal shift with a factor of about 0． 37 ～
0． 43． We have also traced the focal shift of MLAs in
mid-infrared regime experimentally and confirmed the
simulation． The effects of fabrication error and surface
roughness on focal shift were also discussed． The rigor-
ous calculation method in this paper provides a reference
value to account with a focal shift effect in micro-nano
optical devices with the critical dimension on the order of
the wavelength scale． Moreover，the demonstration of the
focal properties measurement also provides ways to char-
acterize the focusing effect experimentally in MIＲ．

Our results are of practical value in the integration
of micro-nano optical systems，such as incorporation of
MLAs in mid-infrared focal plane array ( IＲFPA) ，where
distortion in predicting the focal length of the silicon mic-
rolens between traditional theory and rigorous model be-
comes significant due to the miniaturization of the device

size． In these cases the focal length of MLAs must be
confirmed using rigorous electromagnetic methods and
measured experimentally． In this way the focal spot of in-
cident power will be located exactly at the photosensitive
area of photodetector，thus improving the detection effi-
ciency of IＲFPA．
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